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…A continuing treatise from Rudy Jones

THE CRYSTAL RIVER (Part 5)
Important: The Bible is a very PERSONAL handbook of life, and it is
written as a parable or a mystery. If you were the only person on a
desert island, the concealed personal message in the script-ure
(script-your) (your-script) would be your Truth. All the pageantry,
histories, bondages, wars, personal relationships, etc. are each an
applicable parable to your life. The Bible is different from all other
books.

A Pelegram…

Volume 1, No. 7

LET US GO ON
In Part 4 of the Crystal River, we attempted to
establish, Biblically and scientifically, that we have an
intelligent brain in our heart, a more intelligent brain
than the one in our head. So, we have two brains: one
in our heart and one in our head. They work together
through the principle of ENTRAINMENT, that is,
when one is in obedient subjection to the other. The
Scriptural record states that when man received the
breath of life from the LORD GOD (Yahveh Elohim),
man became a living SOUL (Nephesh). God’s creative
intelligence in man’s heart was made subject to the
soul. The Soul is the brain in the head (intellect,
emotion and will).
When The Spirit of God opened our awareness to our mortal flesh dilemma of condemnation,
through a new “birth”, which is more like an Awakening, we were introduced to another
MIND, the brain in our heart. Before we even understood it, we were awakened to the
scripture; "for with the HEART man believeth unto Righteousness" (Romans 10:10). Also Romans
8:8; “What saith it? The Word is nigh thee, even in thy mouth and in thy heart..." (Deut. 30:12).
The intelligence in the Heart was written or programmed by the Creator who knew His
Kingdom plan. The Soul Intelligence was programmed by inherited genetics and educated by man.
Deut. 30:12; “The Word is nigh thee, even in thy mouth and in thy heart” seems to indicate that
Moses, after 40 years with Israel in the wilderness, had become aware that the ‘promised land’
was not geographical nor something outside of man; The Kingdom is within Your heart and is a
creative power in your mouth. This Moses Revelation came after he had struck the Rock instead
of speaking to it, which later is identified as “crucifying” Christ a second time. How does a
Prophet crucify Christ a second time? I believe it happens when we kill the presence of Christ in
a believer by continuing to point out the failures of the flesh life and ignore the New Spiritual
creative Christ power of the Heart. It has intrigued me that the early Roman Catholic Church
was unwilling to admit that they were wrong about a flat earth, even after Galileo, one of their
professors had verifying evidence of the round earth. Wonder why it is so hard for us to admit it
when we are discovered to be wrong?
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From the Scriptures we understand that the brain in the Heart operates as a BELIEVING
intelligence. The brain in the soul is a thinking, reasoning and emotional brain. When Solomon
is quoted"for as a man thinketh in his heart, so is he" (Proverbs 23: 7), the word translated “heart”
is the Hebrew “nephesh”. Every other time in the Old Testament “nephesh” is translated “soul”.
So man thinks in his soul and man believes in his heart. Yeshuah (Jesus) said, “out of the
abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh” (Matt. 12:34). And, “by thy words thou shalt be
justified, and by thy words thou shalt be condemned" (Matt 12:37). If your heart is servant to the
thinking soul, your words are condemning you to death. But when you make the Divine Mind
of Christ in your Heart the Rule, your words are righteous words of life and peace
(Justification). The rectification of the Heart/Soul entrainment is only accomplished through a
epiknosis (complete knowledge) of the Cross of Christ as a PORTAL, where the last becomes
the first.
This chapter of the Crystal River flows out of the innermost being; out of the HEART or
Mind of Christ and out TO those IN HIM who DESIRE ONENESS; and are devoted to
identifying and understanding the roles PORTALS play in our newly discovered Spiritual
Quantum Life. A spiritual Portal was opened when the atom was divided about 60 years ago.
A CHANGE took place as described by Paul; “We shall not all sleep, but we shall be CHANGED
in a ‘moment’” (literally, in the “atom”). Our Spiritual Virtual Quantum Life is that place of
conscious reality within, where the Father and His Son(s) find unity: the unified field.
A CLOSER LOOK AT THE CROSS: AS A PORTAL
The opening of the atom introduced mankind to the invisible kingdom realm of the Quanta.
Foundationally, in our quest to press into the higher dimensions of belief, it is vital to identify
where and when Christ, who knew no sin, became sin. Christ, who knew no separation from
The Father of Lights, became sin. It is my view that Yeshuah, at the time of the Covenant meal
(in the “Water-man's” Upper Room) made the transition from Righteous Son to Adamic Sin
and gave up His unique relationship to His Father. He accepted the Adam nature of His Adam
creation. (All things were made by Him. He came unto His own and His own received Him
not. Christ knew who He was. He also knew that they were His inheritance – yet they were
unable to recognize Him. Christ was willing to take upon Himself their inherited Adam
consciousness of sin and separation from The Heavenly Father as His own experience.) He, who
knew no sin, became sin. At that blood Covenant meal, He accepted Sin as the inherited,
separated-from-God consciousness experienced by the family Adam in the Garden. After the
meal, Jesus, Yeshuah, called the Disciples his “friends” as Abraham was called “friend”; Moses
was called “friend”; and Lazarus was called “friend” (even before the Disciples). In Hebrew
culture a person was not called “FRIEND” unless the two parties had entered a Covenant of
Oneness and each understood the role of the partners. After the meal, the exchange was
complete. This IS important.

*** The Word “Hebrew” means “one who has crossed over.” ***
At the Upper Room blood Covenant meal, which was a re-enactment of the Passover meal in
Egypt 1500 years earlier; Jesus said, “This is my blood.” It was the Covenant blood of the
unmated lamb placed on the door in Egypt — a symbol used to identify the conception of a
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first born son. The blood was for a sign of a virginal hymen being broken. (Please follow this
thought.) The Passover in Egypt was a re-enactment of the conception in the Garden of Eden.
This is important to understand what Christ was doing at the cross in order to erase the history
of one earthy Adam race and the initiation of a new creation Adam race. On the cross, Christ
was male and female, just like the Adam in Genesis 1 and 2 and prior to the separation of his
female part. On the cross He was complete in Himself, male and female. Those who were being
birthed into His Resurrection Life are made complete in Him – male and female. In our
Resurrection Life experience, we are born anew with our Heavenly Father’s approval, “You are
my son in whom I am well pleased.” Romans 8, says; “You are not in the flesh if so be the Spirit of
God lives in you.” Our new mind “in Christ” operates with the awareness of our Father’s
approval at the unified field level of consciousness.
Jesus went to the Garden and then to the Cross. His experiences were as the first Adam. His
response to the "Adam test" in the Garden, to find a way other than the Cross, was "NOT MY
WILL BUT THY WILL BE DONE.” Prior to that time Jesus had not known a “MY” will; he
had only known His Father's WILL. Very Important (in my view): The blood Jesus shed on the
Cross was the carnal-flesh-life-blood of the Adam formed of the Earth. His shed blood on the
Cross was for the removal of the dominant Power of the carnal soul life, which is the flesh
nature. "The life of the flesh is in the blood, and I have given it to you upon the altar to make
atonement for your soul" (Lev. 17:11). (Compare Hebrews 9:22 and Hebrews 10:4, 5.) The shed
blood of the sinless sacrifice (Jesus as Adam) erased from history the inherited DNA carnal
nature of the dead, which separated Adam from the Life of God. The shed blood of Jesus
erased the Old Testament concept of the separated, independent, carnal, sin-consciousness.
The Law of Life written in our heart in the New Testament—the Everlasting Covenant of
Resurrection—remembers sin no more.
There are many dimensions, but in the Kingdom of the Fourth Dimension; the only “Adam” is the
Resurrected Only Begotten from the dead Adam. All the responsibilities, rights, and authority assigned to
THE FIRST BORN SON in the Law, were TRANSFERRED TO Christ's visible BODY on earth.
The Adam who went to the cross was the sinless Son of Man (Adam) and He went to the cross as the father of
the Adam race; the father of all men born of woman. If you were a “born-of-woman” person and now
know Christ in His resurrection, you are a New Species; you are released from your “born-of-woman” status.
Like Christ; you are something different on the Earth. You have come into your original
identity IN Christ. You are now a living life-giving Spirit. You are One in HIS Body; One who
was with Him before the foundation of the Earth. The Holy Spirit came upon you and the
POWER of The MOST HIGH ELYON overshadowed you. You are a new kind of Father's
image on the Earth; a Spirit-born Spirit. Romans 5:10 puts it in perspective: "For if when we
were enemies, we were reconciled to GOD by the death of His Son, much more being reconciled, we
shall be saved [are being saved] by His resurrection life”… by His 4th Dimensional Life Presence.

*** If not now , when ? / If not me, who ? / If not here, where ? ***
The eighth day of Tabernacles is a fourth dimensional experience. The life Yeshuah lived,
beginning at his baptism by John in the Jordan River, was a physical, visible expression of life in
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the fourth dimension. He was in the world and He changed the World. The Biblical design
for the anointed Christ life (Christ in you, and You in Christ) was and is LIFE in the fourth
dimension. This Chapter of the Crystal River concerns how we find our personal “Portal” into
the experience of higher Kingdom Dimension(s).
In the Book of Tobit, in the Apocrypha, the Angel Raphael taught Tobias to make a potion of the gall of
a fish to apply to the blind eyes of his father Tobit. Tobit’s eyes were healed. Today we know that for two
thousand years the symbol for the “organized” Church has been the “fish”. I propose that the bitter gall of
the Church System has been postponing the Spiritual fourth dimensional experience to some other place
and to another time, after another event — after physical death. All we of the old Adam race were born
blind to our true spirit life. Raphael is the Angel assigned to the ministry of the power of “The
AQUARIAN water” of the pool of Siloam (the pool of “Sent”) to OPEN BLIND EYES (to God's
Kingdom) not some day — BUT NOW. If NOT NOW, WHEN ? If not you, who ?
When Moses struck the Rock, the event was a prophecy pointing to the time of the Age of
Aquarius. The Earth was ushered into the House of the Waterman Aquarius. On May 5, 2000,
the earth moved into the Aquarian Age. Since that time everyone, everywhere on the Planet are
focused on good clean water. That is evidence of the human quest for a better life. The Angel
Raphael is identified in the Book of Tobit as the son of Ananias. Is it not interesting that the
Apostle Paul’s eyes were opened when he was anointed by Ananias?
From my view (since I see every story in the Bible as a personal parable) Peter, the leader of the
early Pentecostal Church, was involved in the death of the one who symbolizes opening blind
eyes, whose name was Ananais. When Moses struck the Rock a second time, the Rock was
actually within the people who had drunk the water from the Rock. Jesus addressed this when
He said, “The water that I give you is the Holy Spirit.” Christ was the Rock who followed them in
the Wilderness. We know today that the mystery of water is that water has a memory. The
Water which flowed from the side of Christ at the Cross, contained the memory of His role in
the Creation.
John 17:20 and following; paraphrased: “That they may be

“From the days of John the Baptist until NOW the Kingdom of Heaven suffereth violence; and
the violent take it by force” (Matthew 11:12). “NOW”, “TODAY” is a Portal.
Now is the appointed time, Today
is the day of Salvation; NOW and TODAY are DOORS through which you ascend into a NEW
TIME zone. This you can do now in your “Believing” Heart.
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I believe that the Church of the Pentecostal “40 Jubilee Era” (2,000 years) teaching, i.e. you
must give up your physical body to GO to the fourth dimension heaven, has kept sincere
believers BLIND to the reality of the Kairos factor. Kairos (time) is a Greek word, #2540 in
Strong’s Concordance, and means an “occasion”; always an OPPORTUNITY. Is it
automatic? No! Kairos time is a Kingdom principle. You must VIEW or perceive every
event as a Spirit – designed OPPORTUNITY. When you apply the reality of NOW
(Now Faith), to your spiritual eyes, The Spirit of Truth will make known to you the Today,
present-tense fact that The Kingdom of Heaven is within... NOW and Today are present
tense Kairos Doors of Opportunity to higher levels of Spiritual understanding.
References:
Luke 12:56; “Ye hypocrites, you can discern the face of the sky and of
the earth; but how is it that you do not discern this time?” (kairos)
John 7:6; “Then Jesus said to them, My time [kairos] is not yet come:
but your time [kairos] is always ready.”
Revelation 22:10; “ ...seal not the savings of the prophecy of this
book: for the time [kairos, opportunity] is at hand.”
The Age of Aquarius, which officially started on May 5th in the year of 2,000 AD, also introduced
the Ministry of Raphael, to open our eyes to things hidden for ages and generations. He is opening
our eyes to the Portal aspect of the Cross of Jesus Christ. We are beginning to see that the Cross of
Christ was not only a place to end the dominating power of the Ego driven Adamic flesh nature.
Baptism is the act of death and burial; but the Cross was also A “PORTAL” (an open door) to the
higher fourth dimension. We are His presence IN THIS WORLD, and as His presence we are
NOT of this world. Our presence IN HIM is a fourth dimension reality experienced with a
believing Heart. It becomes your reality when you believe with all your heart.
My friend Art Hawkins, by many hours of diligent research and prayer, has been shown that
when the Nation Israel, with Moses, crossed the Red Sea on dry ground; and also when Israel,
with Joshua, crossed the Jordan on dry ground, that they experienced a Portal into a 4th
Dimension experience. The word “dry” in Hebrew is the word “CHARABUAH” which introduces
the idea of another dimension. The definition in Strong's is the same as the word “Zion”
(Tsivown): “an arid, hot, parched, dry, wilderness.” This may explain how three and a half
million Israelites and their wagons and cattle could crossover in twelve hours of darkness. It was
a supernatural and dimensional Portal event.
Jesus was baptized in the Jordan River, at the very same place where Israel and Joshua crossed the Jordan. He
elevated the place (by the experience of baptism) into a 4th Dimension reality. And there Jesus (Yeshuah)
entered the CHRIST life. From that point of being announced as “this is my Son” until the Covenant
exchange in the Upper Room at the Passover meal with the twelve representatives of Adam as Israel, He
walked in the power and reality of the NOW Portal fourth dimension. Up to the point of His Covenant
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exchange with His Disciples, He who had known no separation from His Father's WILL, took upon himself
the natural Adam consciousness of sin (separation). Jesus became the federal representation of the third
dimension flesh Adam. When he died on the cross, the record of every descendant of the flesh Adam was erased
by the power of believing. The record of every Adamic person was erased. So: every person who accepts
CHRIST’S Resurrection Life as their own life, becomes a new creation. You cannot have faith in something
you have never heard; but NOW you have heard. Now Faith is HOPE and is the GLORY of AGAPE .

Raphael and the power of the Cross Portal
I believe that Raphael (Rapha-El) was the Angel responsible for the Ministry of the Laver which
contained the Water from the crucified Rock. Christ is the Anointed Word of His Father's
Approval. The Father's Approval is the ROCK, that “followed Israel in the Wilderness” (1Cor. lO:4).
Notice: He followed them. He follows each believer until we Ask Him to LEAD. He could have
LED them, but Israel who at that time could only relate to Messiah or God outside and
elsewhere, were not able to elevate their awareness into another dimension. Now we have been
ushered into another level of Spiritual Faith and understanding, to a place of more responsibility
because of the knowledge now revealed. Have you given Him the power of attorney to lead?
The water from the rock, in the laver, portrayed the power of the Rhema WORD to cleanse the
believer from all unrighteousness. We have the written record, “You are sanctified and cleansed by the
washing of water by the WORD (Laver)” (Eph.5:26). We are NOW in an elevated position to believe
beyond our ancestral patriarchs, even beyond Enoch and Elijah, even beyond Abraham, Moses,
David and Solomon. We are the new creation of the fourth dimension; the Kingdom of Heaven in
Earth. A greater than Solomon is here.

Revelation of the fourth Dimension is the beginning of YOUR Miracles.
The Portal at the Red Sea introduced a fourth dimension “Boot Camp” for Israel; a spiritual school. Israel
did not complete the training because they never learned to practice “in everything give thanks, for this is
the will of God.” They continued to look outside of themselves for the Messiah who was within, and for
His Kingdom, which was within, to be geographical. Many believers still today are looking outside for
some event that will change them and cause the Kingdom to come ON earth, still calling a place in the
Middle East, the “HOLY LAND”. Dear friend; it can never happen from the outside. The Holy Spirit
ALWAYS works from the inside. Let me tell you, from my perspective, any prophesy which predicts an
event to re -occur based on an Old Testament history, simply perpetuates the Old Testament mentality
and blocks the fourth dimension kingdom from 'be'-coming your experience. We are the Holy City; we
are the New Jerusalem NOW ! Not some day. It is a Kairos opportunity and up to the believer.

The fourth dimension is a BE- attitude consciousness process.
If your Cross / baptism / resurrection / experience was not a Portal experience into the fourth
dimension; you should re-visit that experience and up-date it based on the new Quantum
Virtual understanding of time and space and of energy and matter. (The “lowest” Virtual
Quantum level, according to NASA, is where all energy in the universe unites.) Biblically; it is
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where the macrocosm and the microcosm create a unified field; it is where the inside becomes
the outside; it is where the male and the female become one; where yesterday and tomorrow are
today. The Quantum Virtual Reality is where the Father and the Son become ONE, as YOU.
Science has been given a NEW understanding of “Spirit” with the introduction of the Quantum
level of life energy. Spiritually; we are responsible NOW to go beyond elementary wisdom
(belief in GOD) and move toward developing discernment and understanding. We are not
allowed by God's Spirit to remain as little children. We must grow up into Sons and to be
placed (adopted) by the Father and become a “One with the Father Creative co-producer”; an
expression of AGAPE.
The entire Bible is written in the form of parables and all the stories are your stories; stories
applicable to you mind and heart and body. The spiritual lessons in the Scriptures are so
personal and so individualistic that if any one of us happened to be the ONLY person on earth,
the Bible would still be the Truth. Actually IT would be your Truth. The only way the
Kingdom of Heaven can come upon Earth is to first become realized within your visible
physical body. How can this be? It is my view that it is most important to recognize the
difference in “creating” and “forming”, and to understand that in this three dimensional world,
life is perpetuated by the power of opposites. The creator told Isaiah “I create darkness and I form
light.” (I create the raw material and I form light as the product.) Allow me to postulate. The
invisible Father creates the dark energy and His Son forms the end product as light. The Son,
(the Christ) functions as the Finisher; or we could say the Completer. The Father is incomplete
without His Son. That is why the Son is the Messiah. He gives tangibility to The Beginning by
being the End product.
A KEY PRINCIPLE: “Of men born of woman there has not risen a greater than John the Baptist.”
John had said: “I am not worthy to loose the latchets on his shoes.” Is Jesus saying: “I was not born of
woman?” I personally believe that this is a very important factor to see in preparation for the
development of our individual Kingdom experience. It is one thing to see the Messiah (Son) in
someone else (even Jesus) and another thing entirely, to see The Messiah Son in your own self.
Agreed? We know that Jesus said, “I am the True Bread that came down” from above, from
another dimension. We know that He was in this world, but not of it. At thirty years old he
presented himself to John for baptism. If you understand that baptism is a parable or symbolic
ritual of burial; of entering into a death, the cessation of one kind of life and the resurrection into
another form of life, I think you can appreciate that Jesus, at his baptism burial, was surrendering
his identity as Mary's son (man born of woman). A few days later he said, at Cana; “Woman what
have I to do with you.” He introduced the Truth of SPIRIT LIFE, which originated above. “My
family are those who believe what I believe”, he said. My friends, this is vital to the understanding of
how we enter into the Messianic life, or the Christ life or the Anointing. Without embracing this
Parable as our own truth we are disqualified from being a New Creation. We must understand
that to be born from above places our identity as “IN Christ” before we came down from above.
There is one whale of a difference between “Christ in you” and “you in Christ.” We were His
Inheritance in another dimension and another Age. When He asked the Father for His
inheritance He was asking for us. The Baptizer only knew Messiah as another person. He (like
Peter) only knew the Messiah as The Christ in Jesus. I'm afraid that many (maybe most)
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Christians only know the Messiah as another person, somewhere else; and are waiting, just like
the Jews, for Him to come and rule. Messiah's first purpose is to be made Ruler in the hearts of
His Body. He is still claiming His Inheritance today. (Number 18:20).
“LET THIS MIND (ATTITUDE, UNDERSTANDING) BE IN YOU, which was also in
Christ Jesus” (Phil. 2:5), [who Came down from above, was One with the Father, humbled
himself, became a compassionate servant, has visible life only through His Body].
In the higher dimensions, where there is neither male nor female, the nature of male and female
is portrayed by authority and submission. Yeshuah always kept Himself in submission to His
Father's will, so he was given a feminine name or nature. Each name ending in “ah” identifies a
Hebrew name as feminine. Like the Hebrew word “Ish” is for man and “Ishah” is for woman,
“Yeshuah”, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Obadiah, etc. – all are symbols of “submission”.
Mary was told, “you shall call His name Yeshuah” (Jesus in English). The word “Name”, in
Hebrew, is “Shem” and in Greek “Onoma”– both forms mean the same: nature and character.
Jesus said, “What so ever you ask the Father in my onoma or in my Shem; He will do it.” Do you see?
You can know His name without knowing His Nature or Character. You can even call upon His
name without calling as his Character. I have prayed in His name; “Dear Jesus or Dear Yeshuah
or Dear Christ” and I at that time did not know His Character and Nature – but now I know he
would have said, “Do I know you?” “There is One Name, given among man whereby you must be
saved.” Or , to say it better: “There is one nature and character whereby we must become Salvation.”
You shall call his name “Yeshuah”, for he shall save his people from the Adamic idea of separation
or the sense of disconnection from the source of life. There is no other name (Nature) given
among men, whereby YOU might be saved (experience salvation.) And there is more to his
name. The Bible definition of Yeshuah is “Yah's salvation”. Yeshuah is a compound name made
up of Yahweh (YHVH) and Oshua the Hebrew for salvation. Oshea, the word for salvation; was
the spy from the tribe of Ephraim, one of twelve to check out the Promised land. He is always
identified as the son of Nun (in Hebrew NVN; defined “to be perpetually now”). He was later
chosen as Moses’ servant and his name was changed to Yehoshuah or in English Jehoshuah. The
name means, according to Strong's, “saved, deliverance, aid, victory, prosperity, health, helping,
welfare”. People ask me, “Are you saved?” I say, I'm working on it. I know it is inside. I'm
working it to the outside. I'm working OUT my salvation. I expect “the inside to become the
outside.” (The Book of Thomas 93:30) Might I ask you a question ? Is Yeshuah Yah's salvation ?
Or can I ask; is Yeshuah, the Son, the salvation of Yah ? The Father does not come into
completion or visibility in this dimension without His Son. The Son gives form to the Invisible
Father. The Father creates and the Son gives form. Neither is complete without the other.
“Beloved, NOW are we the sons of God; but it does not yet appear [have form] what we shall be”
(1 John 3:2). I propose that it has always been The Father's plan for Salvation to be the work of
His younger son. Are we about ready to give the Father’s Kingdom visible form? I believe we are. I
have accepted that this is HIS time, Kairos. Jesus said, “Your time is always ready” (John 7:6).
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This is a Wake-up Call!
For the past three score and ten years, our generation has been medically and psychologically
subjected to an overdose of “make-believe”. The powerful influence of Hollywood and Madison
Avenue has manipulated our brain to believe what we see with our eyes on the movie and television
screen. They have deceitfully programmed our imagination to play with evil fire. We became so
receptive to their subtle mind games, that modesty and chastity have become old-fashioned.
We have spent far too much time being entertained by a make-believe world. We have been so
brainwashed by the power of advertising, that we have given more and more interest to things
that satisfy and tantalize the carnal fleshly appetites: like food and fun and lust. The sacred has
become a sacrilege. The psychological manipulators of Madison Avenue have, by deceitful
advertising, turned the generation gap between the wisdom of white-haired grandparents and
the “cool” computer generation into a Grand Canyon!
What has happened to our present generation is that we have unconsciously given more and
more authority to the carnal appetites of the soulish brain in our head. We have slipped into a
nightmare of overweight, obese gluttons for food, fun and sex. We have become prisoners for
what is shiny and colorful and attractive and in bondage to sugar and pharmakeia (witchcraft);
things that look good, smell good and tantalize.
We have experienced the reality of Johnny Mercer’s song about a “make-believe world”: “It’s a
Barnum and Bailey World, just as phony as it can be, but it wouldn’t be make-believe...” if we
could return to the Messianic-Christ-Anointed Call upon our life. We must learn the power
of believing with the heart. The heart reality is the most challenging and exciting adventure
that we, or our youth, will ever hear. We are so very blessed to have had the Spirit of God
awaken us to the Spiritual power of believing with the heart.
Light GIVES FORM TO THE DARKNESS. WE ARE THE LIGHT.
It is my view: that it has been THE FATHER'S PLAN from the very beginning for His SON to
become the Salvation of the Father. Much more is to be said about our Son relationship. So here we
are, perfectly positioned, expecting our PORTAL to open. It is impossible to ascend into our “joint
heir” position until Our Father's timing. The PORTALS are not always open. We very obviously
are in some sort of transition time. Getting into one accord seems to be more difficult today, which
could be a good sign in view of our having more knowledge. But, we are cautioned by our LORD
not to look for a sign. Start believing with your Heart – start now, start here… it all starts with you.
To be continued....
If you are blessed or challenged by these thoughts, thank Father along with Polly and Dianne
and Irene who are the power.
Your comments, questions and rebuttals are welcomed.
Contact Rudy Jones; PO Box 627, Fountain Inn, S.C. USA 29644 Phone: (864) 862-3360
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A PRAYER:
Lord: I believe; I believe you have written your Law in my heart. I will meditate on your laws of
Resurrection Spirit Life, day and night. I will trust your Holy Spirit to guide and instruct me as
I learn to follow Your Law which you have so graciously revealed in my heart. ABBA Father.
MY special expression of gratitude to those who have made these materials possible. My 1997
Covenant was that as long as funds verified Father’s approval, I would be privileged to write
what His Spirit provided. Thank you, thank you.
On April 11, 2004, in a dream, I was introduced to the Angel Raphael. At the time I did not
know his name. I was guided to the Book of Tobit in the Apocrypha. There I discovered the
healing ministry of Raphael and the family of Ananias. Being aware of how the Spirit had
worked in our life, we understood why, 20 years ago we became interested in and studied the
health processes of the human body.
Four months ago, another friend made us aware of a new “miraculous” Quantum level therapy,
where he and his family had quick and unusual relief from a variety of physical challenges. Later
by personal investigation, in less than one hour Polly experienced complete relief from a four
year old aggravating degenerative knee problem. A few weeks later she experienced unbelievable
relief from a broken rib in 15 minutes. Further therapy has dramatically restored a hearing
deficiency.
Research has shown that the Quantum Level Therapeutic Equipment was developed as a
contract program with NASA; but the program was dropped due to a funding cut. After 30
years the developer made the Q. Equipment available. Amazingly, the Quantum level design is
not limited by distance. We have met Therapists who are interacting with clients, effectively,
hundreds of miles away. We have interviewed dozens of people who are enjoying relief from a
wide variety of conditions after perusing other remedies, in some instances, for years.
Since Polly and I are approaching retirement age; most of our acquaintances and friends are
suffering from degenerative conditions. I am continually aware that too many seasoned Senior
Body of Christ are giving up their physical presence. I do not want to miss an opportunity to be
of help in this dilemma. The investment is sizable and beyond our ability. I have never done this
before; but I am led to test the waters and ask those who read this material and might be led to
partner in this kind of ministry; would you contact me. I can provide you with details as to how
we could provide world wide ministry on a donation basis. I trust Father’s Spirit to show us if
this is His Portal into a 4th Dimension Ministry. All contributions will be tax deductible. Call or
write if you are led. Let us go on…. Rudy Jones

